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ABSTRACT 
 
The regulation of the photorespiratory pathway of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii during a 
shift from high to low CO2 conditions was investigated.  To this end, a set of C. reinhardtii 
cDNA sequences for known photorespiratory enzymes was assembled using the C. reinhardtii 
EST data and primary sequencing data. The cDNA sequences of the proposed photorespiratory 
genes are presented. 
A subset of these genes was used for expression analyses under varied conditions. 
Expression data indicates that there was a rapid and coordinated induction of photorespiratory 
and carbon dioxide concentrating mechanism (CCM) gene expression during a time course 
switch from elevated CO2 conditions (5% [v/v]) to low CO2 conditions (0.038% [v/v]). While the 
expression of photorespiratory and CCM genes was coordinated during the initial change in CO2 
level, the response of these two sets of genes to the CO2 level was not identical.  Unlike the 
sustained high levels of CCM mRNAs seen under low CO2 conditions, photorespiratory mRNAs 
showed a transient increase in abundance in time course experiments. In addition, the expression 
of these photorespiratory genes was reduced in cia5, a C. reinhardtii strain that lacks a 
transcription factor required for the induction of genes involved in the CCM.  From these 
observations, there appears to be coordination in the expression of the genes involved in the 
delivery of CO2 to Rubisco and the genes involved in the metabolism of the photorespiratory 
products that form when the CO2 level is low. Further expression analyses were carried out to 
gain a better understanding of the signal that induces CCM and photorespiration of C. 
reinhardtii. Low CO2 concentration appears to be the only signal for the induction of 
photorespiration and CCM under the tested conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Introduction to Photorespiration 
Photorespiration is the Rubisco-dependent O2 uptake and CO2 release observed in 
photosynthetic organisms.  It is the result of the inevitable oxygenation reaction of ribulose 1, 5-
bisphosphate catalyzed by the ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (Rubisco). 
Rubisco is the most abundant protein in the biosphere and is comprised of 8 large subunits and 8 
small subunits (Gutteridge and Gatenby 1995). Since Rubisco is such a large enzyme complex 
(about 550 kDa) and has a slow maximal catalytic rate (about 3 reactions per second), it is 
sometimes known as the “dinosaur enzyme”. To compensate for its slow maximal catalytic rate, 
Rubisco is present in enormous abundance in the chloroplast stroma. CO2 is the only Ci species 
that Rubisco can utilize. However, since molecular oxygen (O2) has a structural similarity to 
CO2, and since O2 is 600 times more concentrated than CO2 in the atmosphere, O2 can also be 
recognized as a substrate by Rubisco. This so called “side-reaction” of Rubisco is explained, in 
part, by the earlier evolution of Rubisco in an anaerobic atmosphere.  
Rubisco can catalyze both the carboxylation and the oxygenation of its substrate ribulose 
1,5-bisphosphate (Lorimer 1981). The relative rates of both reactions depend on the availability 
of O2 and CO2 to Rubisco. The products of the carboxylation reaction are two molecules of 3-
phosphoglycerate (3-PGA), while the products of the oxygenation reaction are one molecule of 
3-PGA and one molecule of 2-phosphoglycolate. 
2-phosphoglycolate is toxic to the cells by inhibiting triose phosphate isomerase of the 
Calvin Cycle (Anderson 1971).  The 2-phosphoglycolate that is formed by the oxygenation 
reaction of Rubisco is recycled back to 3-PGA via the photorespiratory pathway to reenter the 
Calvin Cycle. The photorespiratory pathway consumes ATP while converting the 
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phosphoglycolate to 3-PGA. This 3-PGA is further converted to ribulose 1-5,-bisphosphate at the 
regeneration of phase of Calvin Cycle at the cost of ATP. In other words, the loss of the ribulose 
1,5 bisphosphate that occurred during oxygenation reaction can be compensated only with the 
cost of ATP. Moreover, on the way from 2-phosphoglycolate to 3-PGA, 25% of the carbon is 
lost as CO2 in the photorespiratory pathway during glycine decarboxylation step. This lost CO2 is 
also fixed at Calvin Cycle at the cost of ATP and NADPH. Ammonia, which is also lost at the 
glycine decarboxylation step of photorespiration, must be reassimilated via the chloroplastic 
GS/GOGAT system at the cost of ATP and oxidized ferredoxin. Summing up all these energy 
costs makes photorespiration a very wasteful pathway. However, as a wasteful pathway, 
photorespiration may also be protecting the chloroplast from photoinhibition by acting as an 
energy sink for excess energy in photosynthetic electron transport machinery under low CO2 
conditions.  
When placed in a low CO2 environment, photosynthetic organisms experience an increase 
in the metabolic flux through the photorespiratory pathway due to the competitive nature of 
carboxylation and oxygenation reactions. Likewise, a high concentration of CO2 is going to favor 
the carboxylation reaction over the oxygenation reaction, thus favoring photosynthetic carbon 
reduction. In higher plants, at least 10 enzymes in three different organelles (chloroplast, 
peroxisome and mitochondrion) are involved in the photorespiratory pathway for the conversion 
of 2-phosphoglycolate to 3-PGA. However, there are no enzymes other than Rubisco in the 
photorespiratory pathway that act as key regulation points; that there are relatively few reports on 
allosteric modulators or feedback regulators and that there are no reports of photorespiratory 
enzyme regulation by covalent modification as highlighted previously by Husic and Husic 
(2002). Bertony and Becker (1996) reported the down-regulation of the transcription of a 
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photorespiratory gene, hydroxypyruvate reductase (Hpr), in cucumber seedlings as a result of 
elevated CO2. 
 Photorespiratory Pathway of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
 The photorespiratory pathway of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is depicted in figure 1.1. 
While the genes encoding the photorespiratory proteins of higher plants have mostly been 
determined, the genes in algae are less well characterized. Moreover, C. reinhardtii does not 
have leaf type peroxisomes (Kehlenbeck et al. 1995) where glycolate oxidase, catalase, 
hydroxypyruvate reductase and the aminotransferase enzymes of the photorespiratory pathway 
are located in higher plants.  A few of the genes encoding the photorespiratory proteins of C. 
reinhardtii have been identified including phosphoglycolate phosphatase (Pgp1), serine 
hydroxymethyltransferase (Shmt) and alanine:α-ketogluterate aminotransferase (Aat1).   The 
expression of Pgp1 (Mamedov et al. 2001), Aat1 (Chen et al. 1996) and Shmt (Im and Grossman 
2001) are known to increase under low CO2 conditions. Recently, the gene encoding glycolate 
dehydrogenase (Gdh) has also been identified (Nakamura et al. 2005). However, the cDNAs 
corresponding to the remaining genes of the photorespiratory pathway, namely Sgat, Hpr and the 
four genes encoding the subunits of glycine decarboxylase complex have not been reported.  
 When C. reinhardtii is shifted from high CO2 conditions to low CO2, there is a transient 
excretion of glycolate that stops within a few hours (Tolbert et al. 1983, Moroney et al. 1986b). 
The initial glycolate excretion is due to an increase in the formation of phosphoglycolate 
resulting from the oxygenase activity of Rubisco. The cessation of glycolate excretion is thought 
to be due both to the induction of the carbon dioxide concentrating mechanism and to the 
increased synthesis of photorespiratory proteins.  The increase in the activity of the 
photorespiratory enzymes allows the algal cells to recycle glycolate back to the Calvin Cycle. 
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Figure 1.1: Photorespiratory Pathway of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The ammonia released 
during the glycine decarboxylation step is reassimilated by the chloroplastic GS/GOGAT system.  
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Marek and Spalding (1991) reported that the increase in the activity of a C. reinhardtii 
photorespiratory enzyme, phosphoglycolate phosphatase (PGP) is transient during a shift from 
high to low CO2.  They also observed that the time of decline in PGP activity coincided with the 
time the CCM became fully functional, increasing the concentration of CO2 around Rubisco.  In 
a macroarray study of 10,368 EST clones that represent an unknown number of genes, Miura et 
al. (2004) reported that the expression of 51 genes, which are represented by 122 EST clones, 
increase at least 2.5-fold in cells under low CO2 versus cells under high CO2.  Seven of the genes 
that showed this increase in expression had homology with photorespiratory genes of higher 
plants.  A number of CCM genes also increase in expression when cells are switched to low CO2 
conditions.  A question that remains is whether the expression of the genes encoding the 
photorespiratory pathway and the CCM are coordinated as it seems that the increased expression 
of the CCM genes would reduce the need for the photorespiratory pathway. 
There are a number of differences and similarities between the photorespiratory pathways 
of C. reinhardtii and higher plants.  While higher plants and a number of algae contain glycolate 
oxidase (GOX) for the conversion of glycolate to glyoxylate, C. reinhardtii and most of the 
green algae use glycolate dehydrogenase for this conversion (Nelson and Tolbert 1970, Frederick 
et al. 1973). Glycolate dehydrogenase (GDH) was previously localized to the mitochondria of C. 
reinhardtii (Beezley et al. 1976). The recent molecular characterization of the Gdh gene from C. 
reinhardtii is consistent with a mitochondrial localization for GDH (Nakamura et al. 2005).  
Since glycolate dehydrogenase does not accept molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor 
(Nelson and Tolbert 1970), glycolate dehydrogenase dependent oxidation of glycolate does not 
produce H2O2.  Thus, catalase is not proposed to play a role in the photorespiratory cycle in C. 
reinhardtii. 
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In higher plants, the glycine decarboxylase complex comprises the most abundant protein 
in plant mitochondria and can account for 50% of the plant mitochondria protein (Douce et al. 
2001). NADH produced during glycine decarboxylation of photorespiration can be utilized by 
mitochondrial electron transport (Kromer 1995). Mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana lacking GDC 
can survive in non-photorespiratory conditions, indicating that the major function of GDC is the 
photorespiratory conversion of glycine to serine (Somerville and Ogren 1982). We looked at the 
expression of the GdcH gene, which encodes one of the subunits of the glycine decarboxylase 
complex. 
Aminotransferases (transaminases) catalyze the transfer of an amino group along with a 
proton and an electron pair from an amino donor molecule to the carbonyl position of an amino 
acceptor molecule. There is much confusion in the naming of the aminotransferases, in part, due 
to their overlapping substrate repertoires.  Several donor and acceptor molecule pairs can be 
recognized as substrates by an individual aminotransferase enzyme, however, with different Km 
values. Thus, the Km values for different substrates determine the physiological role of an 
aminotransferase in vivo.  
In higher plants at least two types of aminotransferases are proposed to participate in the 
photorespiratory cycle (Liepman and Olsen 2001 and 2003).  These aminotransferases transfer 
the amino groups of either alanine (alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase) or glutamate 
(glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase) or serine (serine:glyoxylate aminotransferase) to 
glyoxylate, forming glycine. Previously an alanine:α-ketoglutarate aminotransferase (Aat1) was 
identified in C. reinhardtii as being strongly up-regulated under low CO2 conditions (Chen et al. 
1996). A. thaliana homologs of AAT1 (GGT1 and GGT2) are localized to the peroxisome and 
are proposed to play a role in photorespiration (Liepman and Olsen 2003). 
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The stoichiometry of the photorespiratory cycle requires the formation of 
hydroxypyruvate from serine by a serine:glyoxylate aminotransferase, because conversion of 
serine to hydroxypyruvate is a necessary step towards the completion of the photorespiratory 
cycle that eventually converts 2-phosphoglycolate to 3-PGA (figure 1.1). In A. thaliana, a 
peroxisomal aminotransferase that is proposed to catalyze the in vivo serine:glyoxylate 
transamination (SGAT) has been identified (Liepman and Olsen 2001) by subcellular 
localization of SGAT to peroxisomes, by analyses of the sat mutants that have mutations in the 
Sgat gene and by in vitro analyses of the recombinant SGAT protein. A. thaliana plants having 
mutations in the corresponding Sgat gene (sat mutant) are sick under photorespiratory conditions 
but healthy at high CO2 (Liepman and Olsen 2001). Therefore, there are currently two 
aminotransferases that can be proposed to play a role in photorespiration in C. reinhardtii: SGAT 
and AAT1. AAT1 corresponds to GGT1 and GGT2 of A. thaliana. 
A. thaliana genome data also reveal another type of aminotransferase that may potentially 
be involved in photorespiration. There are three very similar genes coding for three isoforms of 
this aminotransferase (accession numbers At4g39660, At3g08860 and At2g38400). All three 
isoforms have a putative type-1 peroxisomal targeting signal and are annotated as putative 
alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferases. The metabolic significance of these putative 
alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase are unknown at this time (Liepman and Olsen 2003).  
The intracellular localizations of hydroxypyruvate reductase or the photorespiratory 
aminotransferases are not established in C. reinhardtii. In the green alga Chlorogonium 
elongatum, the hydroxypyruvate reductase, glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase activities 
along with the glycolate dehydrogenase activity were detected in mitochondrial fractions 
(Stabenau 1974).  
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 Carbon Dioxide Concentrating Mechanisms in Nature 
 Photosynthetic organisms have various mechanisms for increasing the concentration of 
CO2 in the vicinity of Rubisco, thus reducing photorespiration and increasing the photosynthetic 
yield. In higher plants, examples are C4 and Crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM). Among 
unicellular photosynthetic organisms, examples are the CCMs of cyanobacteria and green algae. 
The CCM of green algae will be explained later in the introduction. 
 In C4 metabolism, biochemical and morphological adaptations of the C4 plants to hot and 
dry environments result in efficient concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of Rubisco. Bundle 
sheath cells surround the vascular tissue, and are surrounded by mesophyll cells. Fixation of 
HCO3- by PEP carboxylase occurs exclusively in the mesophyll cells. The four carbon acid that 
forms as a result of PEP carboxylase activity in the mesophyll cells is transported into bundle 
sheath cells.  Enzymes of the Calvin Cycle including Rubisco are present exclusively in the 
bundle sheath cells. The four carbon acid transported from the mesophyll cells is decarboxylated 
in the bundle sheath cells, resulting in an increase in the concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of 
Rubisco. In the mesophyll cells, PEP carboxylase uses only HCO3- as a Ci species. Since 
molecular oxygen does not have a structural similarity to HCO3-, it is not recognized as a 
substrate by PEP carboxylase. The pair of C3 and C4 acids that are transported between the 
mesophyll and bundle sheath cells determines the type of C4 metabolism in the plant. Light 
regulates the activity of the key enzymes of C4 metabolism, which catalyze the carboxylation and 
decarboxylation steps in the mesophyll and bundle sheath cells; respectively. 
 In CAM, carbon capture and photosynthesis are separated temporally. Plants living in 
very hot and arid conditions keep their stomata open during the relatively cool and humid night 
and close their stomata during the hot and dry day. During the night, HCO3- is fixed by PEP 
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carboxylase as in C4 plants. Oxaloacetate formed by PEP carboxylase activity is converted into 
malate. Malate is stored in the vacuoles during night and can attain very high concentrations. 
During the day, malate is transported back to the cytoplasm and is decarboxylated to increase the 
concentration of CO2 in the cells. Since the stomata are closed during the day, the CO2 can not 
escape the cells and the plant. Therefore, the oxygenation activity of Rubisco and 
photorespiration are reduced. 
 In cyanobacteria, the CCM is comprised of distinct types of Ci transporters, the 
carboxysomes and the carbonic anhydrase activity associated with the carboxysomes (Price et. al 
2002). The Ci transporters include a constitutively expressed CO2 transporter (Maeda et al. 
2002), a low-CO2-inducible CO2 transporter (Shibata et al. 2001, Maeda et al. 2002), a 
constitutively expressed low affinity HCO3- /Na+ transporter (Bonfil et al. 1998), a low-CO2 
inducible ABC type high affinity HCO3- transporter (Omata et al. 2002), and two more low-CO2-
inducible Na+ dependent HCO3- transporters (Shibata et al. 2002 and Price et al. 2004). The Ci 
transporters increase the concentration of Ci in the cell in the form of HCO3-. In cyanobacteria, 
Rubisco is packaged in the proteinaceous micro compartments called carboxysomes. Carbonic 
anhydrase activity associated with the carboxysomes converts HCO3- into CO2, which increases 
the concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of Rubisco (Badger and Price 1992). This results in 
reduced oxygenation reaction of Rubisco and reduced photorespiratory flux. 
 Introduction to the Carbon Dioxide Concentrating Mechanism of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii 
 
 The carbon dioxide concentrating mechanism (CCM) of green algae increases the 
concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of Rubisco. Rubisco of green algae has a Km of 15-25 µM 
for CO2. However, the concentration of CO2 in water in equilibrium with air is 10 µM. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the Rubisco of green algae has 30% activity without the action 
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of a CCM at atmospheric concentrations of CO2. Besides, the diffusion of CO2 in water is 10,000 
times slower than in air. The CCM also helps overcoming this problem by actively pumping the 
CO2 into the cell. Figure 1.2 shows the CCM of C. reinhardtii as it is presently understood. Ci is 
present mostly in the form of HCO3- in the basic chloroplast stroma, whereas it is converted to 
CO2 upon transfer to acidic thylakoid lumen. Carbonic anhydrases catalyze the conversion 
between HCO3- and CO2. Hypothesized bicarbonate transporters are pumping HCO3- as it cannot 
rapidly pass through the lipid bilayer as a charged species. Rubisco is packaged in the pyrenoid. 
CO2 is the only Ci species that Rubisco can utilize. 
 Carbonic anhydrases CAH1 through CAH6 have been identified in C. reinhardtii. CAH1 
(Fujiwara et al. 1990, accession number BAA14232) and CAH2 (Fujiwara et al. 1990, Rawat 
and Moroney 1991) are present in the periplasmic space. The Cah1 gene (accession number 
D90206) responds to low CO2 and is transcribed strongly upon induction. The Cah2 gene is 
transcribed at low levels at high CO2 conditions. CAH3 (Karlsson et al. 1995) is present in the 
thylakoid lumen and is involved in supply of Rubisco with CO2 (Hanson et al. 2003). The Cah3 
gene is constitutively expressed. CAH4 and CAH5 (Eriksson et al. 1996) are present at high 
levels in the mitochondria and the genes coding for both proteins are induced at low CO2 levels. 
CAH6 is a chloroplastic carbonic anhydrase (Mitra et al. 2004). Cah6 mRNA is shown to be 
present under both high and low CO2 conditions, although the mRNA abundance increases under 
low CO2. A gamma carbonic anhydrase like gene is also reported to be transcriptionally active in 
C. reinhardtii (Mitra 2003).  
Putative bicarbonate transporters are also proposed to play a role in the CCM of C. 
reinhardtii. A number of low-CO2-inducible genes coding for membrane proteins, namely LCI1, 
CCP1 and CCP2, are candidate bicarbonate transporters. Lci1 has been reported by Burow et al.  
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Figure 1.2: The Carbon Concentrating Mechanism of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Red 
spots indicate the positions of putative bicarbonate transporters. Rubisco is packed in the 
pyrenoid. 
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(1996) to be a low-CO2-inducible gene. Lci1 gene (accession number U31976) is transcribed 
very poorly at high CO2 or in the cia5 mutant but is transcribed very strongly at low CO2. LCI1 
protein (accession number AAB01686) is 192 amino acids in length and is predicted have four 
transmembrane domains. 
 Other candidates for putative bicarbonate transporters in C. reinhardtii are two low-CO2-
inducible, 36 kDa chloroplast envelope proteins CCP1 and CCP2 (Moroney and Mason 1991, 
Ramazanov et al. 1993, Chen et al. 1997). CCP1 and CCP2 (also known as LIP36G1 and 
LIP36G2) are 358 and 355 amino acids in length; respectively. The two proteins are 95.7% 
identical and are predicted to have six transmembrane domains. The Ccp1 and Ccp2 genes are 
transcribed very poorly at high CO2 or in the cia5 mutant but are transcribed very strongly at low 
CO2. RNA interference studies revealed that C. reinhardtii cells grow slower in a low CO2 
environment in the absence of CCP1 and CCP2 proteins. However, cells’ apparent affinity for Ci 
was not affected by the absence of CCP1 and CCP2 (Pollock et al. 2004).  
 CIA5/CCM1 Is a Master Regulator in Low CO2 Signaling 
 A feature of the CCM is that it is turned off when C. reinhardtii cells are grown at high 
CO2 (5% [v/v]) conditions, and turned on when the cells are shifted to low CO2 (0.038% [v/v]) 
conditions. Transcription of a number of genes that are thought to be involved in CCM increase 
strongly and rapidly when the wild-type cells are switched to low CO2. An increase in the cells 
affinity to Ci follows the strong and rapid transcriptional response. Eventually, the induction of 
the CCM increases the efficiency of the carboxylase activity of Rubisco by increasing the CO2 
concentration in the vicinity of Rubisco (Borkhsenious et al. 1998).  
 Many components of the underlying signal transduction pathway involved in low CO2 
signaling remain to be discovered. An exception is the Cia5 gene. The Cia5 gene codes for a 
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transcription factor, CIA5 (also known as CCM1), that contains two zinc finger domains. One of 
the zinc finger domains has been shown to be a requisite for the induction of CCM (Xiang et al. 
2001). The Cia5 gene is constitutively expressed and the CIA5 protein is 698 amino acids in 
length. The mutant cia5 strain fails to show all aspects of the CCM induction (Moroney et al. 
1989, Fukuzawa et al. 2001, Xiang et al. 2001). A recent macroarray study showed that the CIA5 
is a master regulator in low CO2 signalling in C. reinhardtii (Miura et al. 2004). The cia5 mutant 
has been a commonly used strain in CCM research. Recent findings show that another 
transcription factor involved in CCM induction, LCR1, is also under the control of CIA5 
(Yoshioka et al. 2004). 
 LCR1 is another transcription that is shown to be involved in CCM induction in C. 
reinhardtii (Yoshioka et al. 2004). LCR1 protein is 602 amino acids in length and contains a 
Myb domain that binds to the regulatory regions of a number of CCM genes. The mutant lcr1 
strain shows an intermediate CCM deficient phenotype. In other words, lcr1 grows worse than 
WT but better than cia5 at low CO2, while all three strains grow at the same rate at high CO2. 
The Lcr1 is a low-CO2-inducible gene and is transcribed very poorly at high CO2 levels or in the 
cia5 strain. A number of CCM genes such as Cah1, Lci1 and Lci6 are shown to be under the 
control of LCR1. 
 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as a Model Organism  
Although C. reinhardtii does not possess any significant ecological importance, it is 
recognized as a model organism due to several inherent advantages of working with it. C. 
reinhardtii is mainly employed in research on photosynthesis, flagella structure and function, 
organellar inheritance and how cells recognize each other. C. reinhardtii is a unicellular 
biflagellate green alga which is easy to grow and maintain. It has a haploid genome; therefore 
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any change in the genotype is directly effective on the phenotype. Moreover, under nitrogen 
starvation, haploid cells of opposite mating types fuse to form diploid zygotes. Haploid progeny 
resulting from meiosis are formed. This enables researchers to perform genetic linkage analyses 
on agar media. C. reinhardtii can be grown both photoautotrophically or heterotrophically. Any 
genetic lesion on photosynthesis can be studied by growing the mutant lines on an organic 
carbon source. Moreover, its photosynthetic apparatus is very similar to that of higher plants. A 
genetic map is currently being developed for the identification of untagged mutations (Kathir et 
al. 2003, Rymarquis et al. 2005). Furthermore, stable diploid lines can be obtained to find out 
whether an allele/mutation is dominant or recessive. 
Yet another example to the advantages of working with C. reinhardtii is that it can be 
transformed with high efficiency by electroporation (Shimogawara et al. 1998). Ease of growth 
and transformation makes many genetic screens possible at low cost and labor. Its genome is 
sequenced and is publicly accessible. In addition, it also has a publicly accessible EST database. 
The main difficulty that comes along working with C. reinhardtii is that its genome has a 
high GC content (70%). This poses difficulties at all procedures involving nucleic acids. Also the 
fact that C. reinhardtii has very low rates of homologous recombination does not allow the 
researchers to specifically knock out any genes of interest in the genome by homologous 
recombination.  
 Goals of This Thesis 
 In this study, we wanted to answer a number of questions regarding the photorespiratory 
pathway of C. reinhardtii. We were interested in which genes participate in the photorespiratory 
pathway of C. reinhardtii, and also how the expression of photorespiratory and CCM genes 
change under varied conditions such as high CO2, low CO2,  darkness, presence of excess 
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photorespiratory metabolites or absence of the CIA5 transcription factor. A number of C. 
reinhardtii photorespiratory genes including Pgp1, Aat1, Shmt and Gdh have already been 
identified by other research groups. We have identified all of the remaining genes of the 
photorespiratory pathway in the C. reinhardtii genome with the exception of glycerate kinase 
which has not been identified in any plant or alga (Husic and Husic 2002). With the advent of the 
second draft of the C. reinhardtii genome, we set out to survey the C. reinhardtii genome for 
genes encoding photorespiratory proteins and determine whether the expression of a subset of 
these genes increase under low CO2.  Since the CIA5/CCM1 transcription factor is required for 
the induction of the CCM genes under low CO2 conditions, we also investigated the expression 
pattern of photorespiratory genes in the cia5 strain, a mutant lacking the CIA5/CCM1 
transcription factor. Finally, we compared the expression of a photorespiratory gene (Sgat) to the 
expression of a CCM gene (Cah1) under varied conditions to gain a better understanding of the 
signal that induces photorespiratory and CCM gene transcription. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 Strains and Media 
 The Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cell wall-less cc400 cw15 and cell wall containing 
cc124 strains were obtained from the Chlamydomonas Center Collection at Duke University, 
Durham, NC.  The cia5 and cell wall double mutant, cia5 cw15 strain, was obtained as described 
earlier (Moroney et al. 1986a). Since this study is centered on the CCM and photorespiration, the 
cell wall-less strain cc400 cw15 will also be referred to as a wild-type strain.  
For growth on liquid medium, C. reinhardtii cells from fresh yeast acetate medium plate 
cultures were used for inoculation of 100 mL of liquid TAP (Tris-Acetate-Phosphate) media 
(Sueoka 1960) which remained under continuous shaking and illumination for 2 days. Fifty mL 
of these cultures were harvested in sterile 50 mL polypropylene tubes (Corning, Corning, NY) 
and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes in Beckman JS-13 rotor using a Beckman J2-HS 
centrifuge (Beckman, Fullerton, CA). Cell pellets were washed with 50 mL of minimal media 
(Sueoka 1960) before resuspending in 10 mL of minimal media. The resuspended cells were 
added to a larger volume (explained later in the text) of minimal media which were pre-
equilibrated and bubbled with high CO2 (5% [v/v]) and grown under continuous illumination 
until reaching a cell density of about 2x106 cells • mL-1. Cell densities were determined by using 
a hemacytometer chamber. 
Treatments of the cultures with cell densities of 2x106 cells • mL-1 differed depending on 
the experiment. To obtain the northern blot results shown in figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the cultures 
were simply switched to low CO2 and cells were harvested at indicated time points. In figure 
4.4.A, one group was a control group while three other groups were treated with low CO2 plus 
100 mM glycine, only low CO2 or only 100 mM glycine. In figure 4.4.B, two were control 
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groups while the other two groups were treated with 10 mM and 25 mM glycolate. In figure 4.5, 
one group was dark adapted for two hours prior to the switch to low CO2, and both groups were 
then switched to low CO2. Only the cell wall-less cc400 cw15 strain was used as a wild-type 
strain in the results shown in figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.4.A and 4.4.B. In figure 4.3, both cc400 cw15 
and cia5 cw15 strains were used to test the effect of cia5 mutation on gene expression. The cell 
wall containing cc124 strain was used as the wild-type strain in figure 4.5. 
Culture conditions differed slightly for the results shown in figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and in 
figures 4.4.A, 4.4.B and 4.5. In figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, cells were cultured in 1 L of minimal 
media in 2.5 L flasks which were under continuous illumination (300 μmol photons • m-2 • s-1), 
shaking and bubbling.  In figures 4.4.A, 4.4.B and 4.5, the cells were cultured in 250 mL of 
minimal media in glass photobioreactors which were under continuous illumination (120 μmol 
photons • m-2 • s-1) and bubbling. A photobioreactor consisted of a long cylindrical glass vial for 
holding the culture, a thin glass pipe that reached from top to the bottom of the glass vial for 
bubbling, and a glass tap at the bottom for culture collection. Bubbling from the bottom provided 
mixing of the cultures in the photobioreactors. For all experiments, cell densities were about 
2x106 cells • mL-1 at the time of the treatments. 
 Contig Assembly 
Deposited amino acid sequences of higher plant photorespiratory enzymes were obtained 
from NCBI protein database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) for SGAT, GDCH, GDCL, GDCT, GDCP 
and HPR proteins. Amino acid sequences were aligned with the C. reinhardtii EST database 
using the tBLASTn program on the NCBI server (Altschul et al. 1997). C. reinhardtii ESTs 
corresponding to photorespiratory genes were identified by limiting the queries to “other ESTS” 
and “Chlamydomonas”. C. reinhardtii EST sequences (Asamizu et al. 1999 and 2000, Shrager et 
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al. 2002, Grossman et al 2003) have been obtained from the NCBI nucleotide database 
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), and have been assembled into contiguous cDNA sequences (EST 
contigs) by using the Contig Assembly Program (CAP) (Huang 1992 and 1996). Primary 
sequencing was performed whenever EST data were not enough for a contiguous cDNA 
sequence.  
 Alignments 
Vector sequences were removed from the EST contigs by using the VecScreen software 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/VecScreen/). The resultant EST contig sequences were aligned to 
the first and second drafts of the C. reinhardtii genome (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/) for 
verification of the sequence, structure and the copy number of the genes whenever possible. 
Amino acid sequences were obtained from EST contigs by using ORF Finder 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/). “Percent Identity” and “Percent Similarity” values were 
obtained by using BLAST 2 Sequences (Altschul et al. 1997). Multiple alignments were 
performed by using the CLUSTAL W program version 1.82 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/). 
Subcellular location predictions of the deduced protein sequences were obtained by using 
TargetP V1.0 (Emanuelsson et al. 2000) and PSORT V6.4 (http://psort.nibb.ac.jp/form.html) 
softwares and by selecting the “plant” option. 
The number of ESTs representing a certain gene was determined as follows: The full 
length cDNA sequence of the gene of interest was aligned against C. reinhardtii EST clones 
database (http://www.chlamy.org/cgi-bin/webblast.pl). EST number was assigned as the number 
of hits with an “E value” smaller than 1e-150. The very small E value (1e-150) was employed for 
three reasons. First, some of the photorespiratory genes are present as multiple copies in the 
genome, therefore only a high stringency BLAST would reveal the ESTs that belong to the gene 
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of interest. In addition, since EST sequences are usually in the range of 500-700 bp, EST 
sequences that have a partial match of a couple hundred bases can be successfully filtered out by 
a high stringency BLAST, without filtering out the full length matches (500-700 bp matches) 
most of which have E values that equal to zero. Finally, the use of the same stringency for all 
genes during the BLAST search provides the estimation of the relative transcriptional activity of 
each gene in the cell 
 PCR, Probe Preparation and Sequencing 
 Resultant EST contig sequences were used for PCR primer design. PCR products were 
used as templates for sequencing and random labeled probe preparation reactions. The cDNA 
template for PCR was a cDNA core library obtained from the Chlamydomonas Genetics Center 
at Duke University, Durham, NC. Primer sequences were determined by using the Primer3 
software (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000). The PCR primers used for the preparation of random 
labeled probes for Northern Blotting are listed in the Appendix for all genes except for the Lci1 
gene. The Lci1 PCR product template was kindly provided by Dr. Steve V. Pollock (Pollock 
2003). The PCR primers used for the sequencing of the EST contig sequence gaps are also listed 
in the Appendix. After amplification from cDNA template, the products were cleaned by using 
QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA) and sequenced by using ABI dGTP 
Big Dye Kit (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).    
 RNA Extraction and Northern Blotting 
 All glassware was baked at 400 °C overnight before their use in RNA extraction and 
northern blotting. Distilled water was treated with DEPC prior to its use in RNA extraction. Fifty 
mL of the algal cultures were harvested at designated time points and chilled on ice briefly prior 
to addition of 20 μL of 10% Tween-20 solution to aid pellet formation. Harvested cultures were 
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centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and immediately lysed by addition of lysis buffer 
(Amundsen 1999). RNA extraction was carried out as described by Amundsen (1999). Ten to 
twenty μg of total RNA was run on formaldehyde-agarose gel and blotted to Nytran® 
SuPerCharge Nylon Transfer and Immobilization Membranes (Schleicher & Schuel Bioscience, 
Keene, NH) using standard procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989). Random labeled probes were 
prepared by using 32P-dCTP (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA) and NEBlot® Kit (New England 
Biolabs, Beverly, MA). Prehybridization, hybridization and washes were performed as described 
in the manufacturer’s manual (Schleicher & Schuel Bioscience, Keene, NH). After the washes, 
the membrane was placed either on X-Ray film at -70°C for 2 to 7 days or on phosphorimager 
screen for 1 to 3 days.  
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CHAPTER 3 
PHOTORESPIRATORY GENES AND PROTEINS OF CHLAMYDOMONAS 
REINHARDTII 
  
 We surveyed the recently published Chlamydomonas reinhardtii genome data for 
photorespiratory genes and identified the photorespiratory genes of C. reinhardtii. The full 
length cDNA sequences for all genes except for the gene coding for glycine decarboxylase 
complex L protein (GdcL) were obtained by using previously published data, EST data and 
primary sequencing data. Gene structures, amino acid sequences, copy numbers of the genes in 
the genome were also determined in the same manner. We also determined the number of ESTs 
for each gene in the EST database to estimate the transcriptional activity for each gene in a cell. 
Finally, we obtained the results of subcellular location prediction softwares “TargetP” and 
“PSORT” on the subcellular location of the photorespiratory proteins of C. reinhardtii, and 
compared these with the expected locations of the proteins. 
 Phosphoglycolate Phosphatase 
 The photorespiratory phosphoglycolate phosphatase gene (Pgp1) and protein of C. 
reinhardtii has been studied by Mamedov et al. (2001). The Pgp1 genomic, coding (accession 
number AB091101), and protein (accession number BAC56941.1) sequences are publicly 
available. Mutations in the Pgp1 gene result in a photorespiration-deficient phenotype. The pgp1 
mutant strain grows like wild-type under high CO2 conditions but does not grow under 
photorespiratory conditions (Mamedov et al. 2001). Although the genome data reveal two more 
phosphoglycolate phosphatase genes in C. reinhardtii; the fact that the pgp1 strain can not grow 
under ambient air suggests that Pgp1 is the gene that is mainly involved in photorespiration in 
this organism. The other two phosphoglycolate phosphatase genes will be referred to as Pgp2 
and Pgp3.  
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 The lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the Pgp1 gene are approximately 1.7 
kb and 5.3 kb; respectively. Pgp1 has 9 exons and has a coding sequence of 993 nucleotides. The 
PGP1 protein is 330 amino acids long, is a homodimer of 54 kDa, and consists of monomers of 
32 kDa. The pI value of the homodimer is 5.1 (Mamedov et al. 2001). The PGP1 has 66% 
identity to the PGP from Arabidopsis thaliana (accession number NP_198495.1) and 55% 
identity to the PGP from Oryza sativa (accession number BAD38247.1). There are 24 ESTs in 
the EST database that represent the Pgp1 gene (see Materials and Methods chapter for how this 
number is obtained). 
There are 19 ESTs that represent the Pgp2 gene and 9 ESTs that represent the Pgp3 gene 
in the EST database, indicating both genes are transcriptionally active in the cell. The cDNA and 
protein sequences for the Pgp2 (scaffold 15, gene model number C_150191) and Pgp3 (scaffold 
27, gene model number C_270015) can be obtained from C. reinhardtii genome data gene 
models version 2. The PGP2 protein is 48% identical and 68% similar to the PGP1. The PGP3 
protein is 41% identical and 58% similar to PGP1. 
 Glycolate Dehydrogenase 
 The glycolate dehydrogenase gene (Gdh) of C. reinhardtii has recently been studied by 
Nakamura et al. (2005), although the cDNA and protein sequences of Gdh have not yet been 
published. An EST contig for Gdh was generated as described in Materials and Methods (figure 
3.1). The C. reinhardtii GDH has no counterpart in higher plants, since higher plants employ 
glycolate oxidase (GOX) instead of GDH. Since GDH also catalyses the dehydration of D-lactate 
(Nelson and Tolbert 1970, Frederick et al. 1973), and since several bacterial D-lactate 
dehydrogenases align with the same locus in the C. reinhardtii genome data, a tBLASTn search 
of the genome data was performed to obtain deduced proteins that matched Bacteroides fragilis 
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Figure 3.1: Full Length cDNA Sequence of Gdh. The start and stop codons are shown in 
boxes. 
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putative D-lactate dehydrogenase (accession number CAH07102). The recently published C. 
reinhardtii genome data reveal only one gene coding for GDH at this time.  
 The lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the Gdh gene are approximately 4.1 
kb and 9.3 kb; respectively. Gdh has 23 exons (figure 3.2.A) and a coding sequence of 3288 
nucleotides. The deduced GDH protein (figure 3.2.B) is 1095 amino acids long. A standard 
BLASTp on non-redundant protein databases matches C. reinhardtii GDH with bacterial 
dehydrogenases. C. reinhardtii GDH has 46% identity to putative D-lactate dehydrogenase from 
Pseudomonas putida (accession number NP_746845) and 45% identity to FAD/FMN-containing 
dehydrogenase from Azotobacter vinelandii (accession number ZP_00342508, figure 3.3). There 
are 69 ESTs in the EST database that represent the Gdh gene. 
 Aminotransferases 
 The stoichiometry of the photorespiratory cycle requires a serine:glyoxylate 
aminotransferase (SGAT) for the generation of hydroxypyruvate.  Moreover, since two glycine 
molecules are needed for the formation of one serine molecule, at least one other 
aminotransferase is needed to participate in the photorespiratory pathway in addition to SGAT 
(figure 1.2). C. reinhardtii photorespiratory alanine:α-ketoglutarate aminotransferase (Aat1) gene 
has been studied by Chen et al. (1996). SGAT and AAT1 of C. reinhardtii may both play roles in 
photorespiration (see Introduction). 
 Using the amino acid sequence of A. thaliana SGAT (accession number BAB20811.1) to 
search the C. reinhardtii EST database, one gene encoding a very similar protein was identified. 
As the EST data were insufficient, a portion of the Sgat cDNA covering the sequence gap was 
amplified by PCR from a cDNA library.  The cDNA sequence of the Sgat was determined 
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Figure 3.2: Gene Structure of the Gdh and Amino Acid Sequence of GDH. A: Gene structure 
of C. reinhardtii Gdh gene. Start and stop codons are shown with black stripes. B: Amino acid 
sequence of C. reinhardtii GDH protein.  
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Figure 3.3: Multiple Alignment of GDH. Multiple alignment of the C. reinhardtii GDH protein 
with homologs from Pseudomonas putida and Azotobacter vinelandii.  
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(figure 3.4.A) using both the EST data (accession numbers AV629323, BI722065, BI722066 
and AV625235) and primary sequencing data (accession number AY842250). 
 The lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the Sgat gene are approximately 1.9 
kb and 4.4 kb; respectively. Sgat has 9 exons (figure 3.4.B) and a coding sequence of 1347 
nucleotides. For Sgat, two different splice alternatives of the second exon can be seen among the 
EST sequences.  The shorter version of the message would encode a protein that is 11 amino 
acids shorter than the longer version.  The longer version of the deduced SGAT protein is 448 
amino acids long (figure 3.4.C). It is 53% identical to SGAT from A. thaliana (accession number 
BAB20811.1) and 55% identical to SGAT from O. sativa (accession number BAD08917.1, 
figure 3.5). The putative C. reinhardtii SGAT described here has an apparent N-terminal 
extension of 49 amino acids compared to the higher plant SGAT.  This N-terminal extension is 
consistent with a mitochondrial localization of SGAT. There are 22 ESTs in the EST database 
that represent the Sgat gene. 
 Unlike the Sgat, the Aat1 gene has been studied (Chen et al. 1996). The cDNA, coding 
(accession number U31975.1) and protein (accession number AAB01685.1) sequences of the 
Aat1 are publicly available. The lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the Aat1 are 
approximately 2.5 kb and 5.4 kb; respectively. Aat1 has 12 exons and a coding sequence of 1566 
nucleotides. The AAT1 protein is 521 amino acids in length. The C. reinhardtii AAT1 has 65% 
identity to putative alanine aminotransferase from A. thaliana (accession number AAK25905.1, 
also known as GGT1) and 65% identity to putative alanine aminotransferase from O. sativa 
(accession number BAD30627.1). The A. thaliana homologs of AAT1 (GGT1 and GGT2) are 
specifically associated with four aminotransferase activities in vitro: glutamate:glyoxylate,  
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Figure 3.4: Full Length cDNA Sequence and Gene Structure of the Sgat and Amino Acid 
Sequence of SGAT. A: Full length cDNA sequence of the C. reinhardtii Sgat gene. Primary 
sequencing data are shown in green color and bold font. Start and stop codons are shown in 
boxes. The underlined region is missing in the shorter version of the message. B: Gene structure 
of the C. reinhardtii Sgat gene. Start and stop codons are shown with black stripes. C: Amino 
acid sequence of the C. reinhardtii SGAT protein. 
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Figure 3.5: Multiple Alignment of SGAT. Multiple alignment of C. reinhardtii SGAT protein 
with homologs from A. thaliana and O. sativa. 
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alanine:glyoxylate, glutamate:pyruvate and alanine:2-oxoglutarate (Liepman and Olsen 2003). 
There are 77 ESTs in the EST database that represent the Aat1 gene. 
 Glycine Decarboxylase Complex 
The glycine decarboxylase complex (GDC) of C. reinhardtii is very similar to the GDC 
of higher plants, and is composed of four subunits designated the H, L, T and P subunits.  The 
genes encoding these subunits are the GdcH, GdcL, GdcT and GdcP genes; respectively. The full 
length cDNA sequences have been deduced for the GdcH, GdcT and GdcP genes as described in 
Materials and Methods by using homologous protein sequences from A. thaliana (accession 
numbers AAC61829.1, NP_172650.1 and NP_180178; respectively). The GdcL cDNA has not 
been fully sequenced due to the difficulty inherent in sequencing the GdcL, as revealed by the 
presence of several sequence gaps present in the genomic data at GdcL locus. A partial cDNA 
sequence of 1160 nucleotides could be obtained from EST data and primary sequencing data 
(figure 3.6).  
 When the C. reinhardtii genome is aligned with the GDCH, GDCL, GDCP and GDCT 
subunits from A. thaliana (accession numbers AAC61829.1, NP_175237.1, NP_180178, 
NP_172650.1; respectively) using the tBLASTn algorithm, only one gene aligns well with each 
protein.  All four genes appear as single copy in the C. reinhardtii genome at this time. Using 
complete cDNA sequences obtained, the deduced GDCH, GDCP and GDCL have a greater than 
50% identity with the corresponding GDC subunits of higher plants.  No other deduced protein 
in the C. reinhardtii genome has more than a 30% identity with any of the higher plant GDC 
subunits.  
 The full length cDNA sequence of the GdcP gene is shown in figure 3.7.  The lengths of 
the cDNA and genomic sequences of the GdcP are approximately 3.8 kb and 8.7 kb;  
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Figure 3.6: Partial cDNA Sequence of GdcL. Primary sequencing data are shown in bold font 
and green color. Beginning of the Poly(A) tail can be seen at the 3’ end of the sequence. 
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Figure 3.7: Full Length cDNA Sequence of GdcP. Start and stop codons are shown in boxes. 
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respectively. The C. reinhardtii GdcP has 17 exons (figure 3.8.A) and a coding sequence of 3120 
nucleotides. The GDCP protein is 1039 amino acids in length (figure 3.8.B). The C. reinhardtii 
GDCP has 68% identity to the GDCP from A. thaliana (accession number NP_180178) and 67% 
identity to the GDCP from O. sativa (accession number AAQ24377, figure 3.9). There are 98 
ESTs in the EST database that represent the GdcP gene. 
 The full length cDNA sequence of the GdcT gene is shown in figure 3.10.A. The lengths 
of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the GdcT are approximately 1.8 kb and 3.9 kb; 
respectively. The C. reinhardtii GdcT has 9 exons (figure 3.10.B) and a coding sequence of 1260 
nucleotides. The GDCT protein is 419 amino acids in length (figure 3.10.C). The C. reinhardtii 
GDCT has 61% identity to the GDCT from A. thaliana (accession number NP_172650.1) and 
63% identity to the GDCT from O. sativa (accession number CAE03503.2, figure 3.11). There 
are 26 ESTs in the EST database that represent the GdcT gene. 
 The full length cDNA sequence of the GdcH gene is shown in figure 3.12.A. The C. 
reinhardtii GdcH has 5 exons (figure 3.12.B) and a coding sequence of 480 nucleotides. The 
lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the GdcH gene are approximately 1.2 kb and 1.8 
kb; respectively. The GDCH protein is 159 amino acids in length (figure 3.12.C). The C. 
reinhardtii GDCH has 61% identity to the GDCH from A. thaliana (accession number 
AAC61829.1) and 63% identity to the GDCH from O. sativa (accession number BAD25486.1, 
figure 3.13). There are 190 ESTs in the EST database that represent the GdcH gene. 
 Hydroxypyruvate Reductase 
 A tBLASTn search of the C. reinhardtii genome was performed to obtain deduced 
proteins that matched pea hydroxypyruvate reductase (HPR) (accession number AAO73867.1).  
A gene that is located partially on scaffold 19 and partially on scaffold 705 of the genome  
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Figure 3.8: Gene Structure of the GdcP and Amino Acid Sequence of GDCP. A: Gene 
structure of the C. reinhardtii GdcP gene. Start and stop codons are shown with black stripes. B: 
Amino acid sequence of the C. reinhardtii GDCP protein.  
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Figure 3.9: Multiple Alignment of GDCP. Multiple alignment of the C. reinhardtii GDCP 
protein with homologs from A. thaliana and O. sativa. 
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Figure 3.10: Full Length cDNA Sequence and Gene Structure of the GdcT and Amino Acid 
Sequence of GDCT. A: Full length cDNA sequence of the C. reinhardtii GdcT gene. Start and 
stop codons are shown in boxes. B: Gene structure of the C. reinhardtii GdcT gene. Start and 
stop codons are shown with black stripes. C: Amino acid sequence of the C. reinhardtii GDCT 
protein.  
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Figure 3.11: Multiple Alignment of GDCT. Multiple alignment of the C. reinhardtii GDCT 
protein with homologs from A. thaliana and O. sativa. 
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Figure 3.12: Full Length cDNA Sequence and Gene Structure of the GdcH and Amino Acid 
Sequence of GDCH. A: Full length cDNA sequence of the C. reinhardtii GdcH gene. Start and 
stop codons are shown in boxes. B: Gene structure of the C. reinhardtii GdcH gene. Start and 
stop codons are shown with black stripes. C: Amino acid sequence of the C. reinhardtii GDCH 
protein. 
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Figure 3.13: Multiple Alignment of GDCH. Multiple alignment of the C. reinhardtii GDCH 
protein with homologs from A. thaliana and O. sativa. 
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database was predicted to encode a protein very similar to pea HPR.  As with Sgat, the EST data 
were insufficient; therefore a portion of the Hpr cDNA covering the sequence gap was amplified 
by PCR from a cDNA library and sequenced. The full length Hpr cDNA sequence (figure 
3.14.A) was completed using both EST data (accession numbers BI721032, BE056533 and 
BI723048) and primary sequencing data (accession number AY842251). 
 The Hpr cDNA sequence is approximately 1.7 kb long. The Hpr gene structure can not be 
clearly identified due to sequence gaps present in the genomic database. The HPR protein is 418 
amino acids long (figure 3.14.B). The deduced HPR protein is 62% identical to the HPR from A. 
thaliana (accession number AAG52006.1) and 63% identical to the HPR from O. sativa 
(accession number XP_463779.1, figure 3.15). The HPR seems to be encoded by a single gene in 
the C. reinhardtii genome at this time. No other deduced protein in the C. reinhardtii genome 
database has more than 30% identity to the higher plant HPRs. There 26 ESTs in the EST 
database that represent the Hpr gene. 
 Serine Hydroxymethyltransferase 
 The expression of a serine hydroxymethyltransferase (Shmt) gene of C. reinhardtii in 
response to high light and low CO2 has been studied by Im and Grossman (2001). Im and 
Grossman showed that Shmt gene responds to both high light and low CO2. The full length 
cDNA (accession number AF442558.1) and protein sequences (accession number AAL35384.1) 
for the corresponding Shmt gene are publicly available (Im and Grossman 2001).  However, C. 
reinhardtii genome reveals at least one other Shmt gene, which will be referred to as Shmt2. It is 
not possible to tell at this time which Shmt gene (if not both) contributes to the photorespiratory 
pathway. Considering that methylene-THF (tetrahydrofolate, folic acid) is used in one-carbon 
metabolism for the transfer of one-carbon substituents in the cell, an isoform of SHMT may be  
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Figure 3.14: Full Length cDNA Sequence of the Hpr and Amino Acid Sequence of HPR. A: 
Full length cDNA sequence of the C. reinhardtii Hpr gene. Primary sequencing data are shown 
in bold font and green color. Start and stop codons are shown in boxes. B: Amino acid sequence 
of the C. reinhardtii HPR protein. 
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Figure 3.15: Multiple Alignment of HPR. Multiple alignment of the C. reinhardtii HPR 
protein with homologs from A. thaliana and O. sativa. 
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supplying methylene-THF for one carbon metabolism in the cell, by catalyzing the reverse 
reaction, the conversion of serine to glycine. The N-terminal leader sequence of the deduced 
SHMT2 protein is 33 amino acids shorter than SHMT, suggesting different subcellular locations 
for the two isozymes in the cell. 
The lengths of the cDNA and genomic sequences of the Shmt gene are approximately 2.0 
kb and 5.3 kb; respectively. Shmt has 16 exons and a coding sequence of 1563 nucleotides. The 
SHMT protein is 520 amino acids in length. The C. reinhardtii SHMT has 72% identity to the 
SHMT from A. thaliana (accession number CAB37533.1) and 72% identity to the SHMT from 
O. sativa (AAP44712.1). There are 64 ESTs in the EST database that represent the Shmt gene.  
There are 13 ESTs in the EST database that represent the Shmt2 gene; meaning that it is 
transcriptionally active in the cell. The cDNA and protein sequences of the Shmt2 (scaffold 19, 
gene model number C_190013) can be obtained from the C. reinhardtii genome data gene 
models version 2. The SHMT2 protein is 59% identical and 73% similar to the SHMT. 
 Subcellular Locations of Photorespiratory Proteins   
 Subcellular location of most of the photorespiratory proteins of C. reinhardtii has not 
been studied. One exception is the GDH protein, which was localized to mitochondria by 
Beezley et al. (1976). In higher plants, PGP and glycerate kinase (GK) are chloroplastic; GOX, 
catalase (CAT), HPR and the aminotransferases are peroxisomal; GDC proteins and SHMT are 
mitochondrial. In C. reinhardtii, PGP AND GK are expected to be chloroplastic; and; GDC 
proteins and SHMT are expected to be mitochondrial. However, since C. reinhardtii does not 
have leaf type peroxisomes (Kehlenbeck et al. 1995), the subcellular location of HPR and 
aminotransferases are not clear at this time. Yet, HPR and GGT activities were detected in 
mitochondrial fractions in the closely related green alga Chlorogonium elongatum. Expected 
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subcellular locations of photorespiratory enzymes along with software predictions on locations 
are presented in table 3.1. It seems that TargetP software is more successful than PSORT 
software in predicting the subcellular locations of C. reinhardtii photorespiratory proteins, 
although both programs do not seem very reliable. 
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Table 3.1: Expected Subcellular Locations of Photorespiratory Proteins and Predictions of 
TragetP and PSORT Softwares. The proteins in parenthesis have not been proposed to play a 
role in photorespiration. 
 
Protein Name Expected Location TargetP Prediction PSORT Prediction 
AAT1 Mitochondria Mitochondria Nucleus 
GDCH Mitochondria Mitochondria Vacuole 
GDCP Mitochondria Mitochondria Mitochondria 
GDCT Mitochondria Secreted Vacuole 
GDH Mitochondria Mitochondria Nucleus 
HPR Mitochondria Chloroplast Endoplasmic 
Reticulum 
PGP1 Chloroplast Mitochondria Mitochondria 
(PGP2) --- no prediction Plasma Membrane 
(PGP3) --- Mitochondria Mitochondria 
SGAT Mitochondria Mitochondria Mitochondria 
SHMT Mitochondria Mitochondria Mitochondria 
(SHMT2) --- no prediction Cytoplasm 
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CHAPTER 4 
PHOTORESPIRATORY GENE EXPRESSION IN CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII 
 
 Effect of High and Low CO2 Conditions 
 Previous work from a number of laboratories indicates that the transcription of the 
photorespiratory genes Aat1 (Chen et al. 1996), Shmt (Im and Grossman 2001), Pgp1 (Mamedov 
et al. 2001) and Gdh (Nakamura et al. 2005) are up-regulated when Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
is switched from high CO2 conditions to low CO2 conditions. Moreover, Miura et al. (2004) 
showed by a macroarray study that the abundance of mRNAs for 51 genes increase at least 2.5 
fold in C. reinhardtii during a shift from high CO2 to low CO2 conditions. Among these 51 genes 
are a number of photorespiratory genes including the Sgat, Gdh, Pgp1, Aat1, Shmt and GdcP. 
The earlier work also indicates that the up-regulation of Aat1 (Chen et al. 1996) is transient 
during a shift from high CO2 to low CO2. Likewise, the activity of a photorespiratory enzyme, 
PGP1, is shown to increase transiently during a shift from high CO2 to low CO2 (Marek and 
Spalding 1991). Our results show that the mRNAs for Sgat, Pgp1, Hpr, GdcH, Aat1 and Gdh all 
increase in abundance transiently when C. reinhardtii cells are transferred from high CO2 
conditions to low CO2 (figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). In the time-course experiment presented, the 
expression pattern of photorespiratory genes are similar (figure 4.1) in that the photorespiratory 
mRNA abundance is elevated for the first few hours after the switch to low CO2 but then the 
amount of the message decreases.  This transitory increase in expression is seen for Sgat and 
Pgp1 in figure 4.1, for Hpr and GdcH in figure 4.2 and for Aat1 and Gdh in figure 4.3.  In 
contrast, the expression of Lci1, a gene strongly up-regulated under low CO2, increases in 
abundance and the expression remains at a high level (figure 4.1). The expression of Lci1 is 
similar to what has been reported previously (Burow et al. 1996).  Therefore the increased 
expression of the photorespiratory genes under low CO2 appears to be transitory. 
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Figure 4.1: Transcript Levels of Sgat, Pgp1 and Lci1 during a Time Course Switch from 
High CO2 to Low CO2 Conditions. cc400 cw15 cells were grown as indicated in Materials and 
Methods. Cells were harvested at the indicated time points after a switch from high CO2 to low 
CO2 starting at 0 hr time point. The photorespiratory genes Pgp1 and Sgat show transient 
increase in expression while the CCM gene Lci1 shows a sustained increase. Gapdh transcript 
levels and the stained 28S ribosomal RNA bands are shown as loading controls. 
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Figure 4.2: Transcript Levels of Sgat, Hpr and GdcH during a Time Course Switch from 
High CO2 to Low CO2 Conditions. The photorespiratory genes Sgat, Hpr and GdcH show a 
transient increase in expression during a switch from high CO2 to low CO2 in cc400 cw15 cells. 
Gapdh transcript levels are shown as loading controls. 
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Figure 4.3: Involvement of CIA5 in the Expression of Photorespiratory Genes. Northern blot 
analyses were carried out using the cc400 cw15 and cia5 cw15 cells. The time in hours after a 
switch to low CO2 are indicated above each lane. Ribosomal RNA bands are shown as loading 
controls. 
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 Effect of cia5 Mutation Background 
CIA5 (also known as CCM1) is a transcription factor that is required for the expression of 
the genes encoding proteins associated with the presence of the CCM (Moroney et al. 1989, 
Fukuzawa et al. 2001, Xiang et al. 2001). Cells with mutations in Cia5 do not express the low 
CO2 inducible genes Lci1, Cah1, Ccp1 and Ccp2. Sgat, Aat1, Pgp1, Gdh and GdcH show an 
increase in expression in wild-type cells (figure 4.3) at two hours after the switch to low CO2; 
whereas no significant change in expression of these genes is observed in cia5 cells when the 
cells are shifted to low CO2 conditions (figure 4.3).  When the transcript levels of these genes in 
wild-type and cia5 cells are compared, it is clear that CIA5 is required for the increased 
expression of all five of these photorespiratory genes under low CO2 (figure 4.3).   
 Effect of Glycine and Glycolate Addition 
There has been considerable interest in the question of how photosynthetic organisms 
sense a switch from high CO2 to low CO2.  One hypothesis is that algal cells respond to the 
increase in photorespiratory metabolites that occurs when there is a drop in CO2 concentration 
(Kaplan et al. 2001). It is also possible that the expression of photorespiratory genes will be more 
effected by an increase in photorespiratory flux than CCM genes. Since glycine and glycolate 
can pass freely across lipid bilayers, we added glycine and glycolate to C. reinhardtii cultures to 
determine if high levels of these metabolites cause the cells to increase the CCM or 
photorespiratory gene expression.  
 In the glycine and glycolate addition experiments (figure 4.4.A and 4.4.B), we added 
glycine (at 100 mM final concentration) and glycolate (at 10 mM and 25 mM final 
concentrations) to the C. reinhardtii cultures that were kept under high CO2 conditions to 
determine if photorespiratory or CCM gene expression can be induced at high CO2 in the 
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presence of excess glycine or glycolate. For glycine addition experiment, we also included a 
control group which is switched from high CO2 to low CO2 conditions at time of glycine 
addition, to determine if glycine addition is harmful to the cells (thus inhibiting gene expression). 
Same kind of control group is not included for glycolate addition experiment, since glycolate is 
excreted to the media by the algal cells themselves during the switch from high CO2 to low CO2 
(Tolbert et al. 1983, Moroney et al. 1986b). An excess of glycine or glycolate is not enough for 
the induction of either Sgat or Cah1 if the cells are kept under high CO2 conditions (figures 
4.4.A and 4.4.B). The Sgat and Cah1 were chosen as reporter genes of photorespiratory and 
CCM gene expression because the expression of both of these genes increases significantly 
under low CO2 conditions. It does not appear that the photorespiratory intermediates, glycine or 
glycolate alone can induce the increased expression of the Sgat or Cah1 in the cell.  
 Effect of Dark Adaptation 
 The effect of dark adaptation on the Sgat and Cah1 expression was also tested.  Cells 
were acclimated to high CO2 and then transferred to low CO2 in either the light or in darkness to 
determine whether light is required for the induction of Sgat transcription under low CO2.  In 
previous work it was observed that light is not required for Cah1 expression in synchronized 
cultures (Rawat and Moroney 1995) although the expression of Cah1 is greater in the light and 
low CO2 than in the dark and low CO2.  This same pattern of Cah1 expression is observed in the 
present study as there is a significant increase in the Cah1 transcript level when cells are 
switched from high to low CO2 in the dark (figure 4.5).  For the time periods used in this 
experiment, the expression of Cah1 appears to be greater in the cells that are switched to low 
CO2 in the light.    
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Figure 4.4: Effect of Added Glycine and Glycolate on the Expression of Sgat and Cah1 in 
cc400 cw15 Cells. A: Effect of added glycine. Where indicated, glycine was added at 100 mM 
final concentration. Ribosomal RNA bands are shown as loading controls. B: Effect of added 
glycolate. Glycolate was added at 10 mM and 25 mM final concentrations as indicated above 3rd 
and 4th lanes. Ribosomal RNA bands are shown as loading controls. 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of Dark Adaptation on the Expression of the Sgat and Cah1 in cc124 
Cells. Control group remained in the light while the treatment group was dark adapted for 2 
hours prior to the switch to low CO2. Ribosomal RNA bands are shown as loading controls. 
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 Sgat expression also increases when cells are switched to low CO2 conditions in the dark 
(figure 4.5).  In the short time periods used in these experiments (two to six hours), Sgat 
expression appears to be similar if the cells are switched to low CO2 in the light or in the dark. 
Therefore light is not absolutely required for Sgat expression under low CO2 conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS 
 
 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Photorespiratory Genes 
With the identification of the Sgat, Hpr and Gdc genes, almost all of the genes encoding 
the photorespiratory proteins of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii have now been identified (table 
5.1).  The exception is the gene encoding glycerate kinase, which has still not been positively 
identified in any plant or alga (Husic and Husic 2002). However, glycerate kinase (GK) 
enzymatic activity has been studied in C3 and C4 plants.  
Out of the nine full length cDNA sequences obtained, only the GdcP, Gdh and Aat1 have 
cDNA sequences longer than 2 kb (table 5.2). The remaining 6 genes, namely the GdcH, Hpr, 
Pgp1, GdcT, Sgat and Shmt, have cDNA sequences equal to or shorter than 2 kb. This makes it 
easier to work on them by using molecular biological tools such as PCR, reverse transcription, 
molecular cloning and sequencing. 
In C. reinhardtii, most of the photorespiratory genes exist as single copies although there 
are apparently three genes that encode PGP and two genes that encode SHMT. In addition, one 
of the photorespiratory genes shows evidence of alternative splicing.  For Sgat, two different 
splice alternatives of the second exon can be seen in the C. reinhardtii EST database.  The 
shorter version of the message would encode a protein that is 11 amino acids shorter than the 
longer version of the message.   
C. reinhardtii has a relatively simple haploid genome and the genome sequence is 
publicly available. Two C. reinhardtii photorespiratory mutants have already been isolated for 
the Pgp1 and Gdh genes (Mamedov et al. 2001, and Nakamura et al. 2005; respectively). Since 
only two of the ten photorespiratory enzymes appear to be encoded by more than one gene in the 
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Table 5.1. Photorespiratory Genes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.  
 
Chlamydomonas Photorespiratory Gene Source of cDNA 
sequence 
Genome 
Location 
 
Accession 
Phosphoglycolate phosphatase (Pgp1) Mamedov et al. 2001 Scaffold 34 AB091101 
Glycolate dehydrogenase (Gdh) EST Data Scaffold 29 This study 
Alanine:α-ketoglutarate 
aminotransferase (Aat1) 
 
Chen et al. 1996 Scaffold 32 U31975 
Glycine decarboxylase H protein 
(GdcH) 
 
EST Data Scaffold 193 This study 
Glycine decarboxylase L protein 
(GdcL)  
EST Data & Primary 
Sequencing Data 
 
Scaffold 73 This study 
Glycine decarboxylase T protein 
(GdcT) 
 
EST Data Scaffold 3 This study 
Glycine decarboxylase P protein 
(GdcP) 
 
EST Data Scaffold 91 This study 
Serine hydroxymethyltransferase 
(Shmt) 
Im and Grossman 
2001 
 
Scaffold 97 AF442558 
Serine:glyoxylate aminotransferase 
(Sgat) 
EST Data & Primary 
Sequencing Data 
 
Scaffold 90 This study 
Hydroxypyruvate reductase (Hpr) EST Data & Primary 
Sequencing Data 
Scaffolds 19 
and 705 
 
This study 
Glycerate kinase (Gk) not found not available not available 
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Table 5.2: The Sizes of the Photorespiratory cDNA, Genomic and Amino Acid Sequences of 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Nine C. reinhardtii photorespiratory genes are listed with the sizes 
of their corresponding cDNA, genomic and amino acid sequences. 
 
Gene 
Name 
Approximate Size of Full 
Length cDNA Sequence (kb) 
Approximate Size of 
Genomic Sequence (kb) 
Number of Coded 
Amino Acids 
GdcH 1.2 1.8 159 
Hpr 1.7 not available 418 
Pgp1 1.7 5.3 330 
GdcT 1.8 3.9 419 
Sgat 1.9 4.4 448 
Shmt 2.0 5.3 520 
Aat1 2.5 5.4 521 
GdcP 3.8 8.7 1039 
Gdh 4.1 9.3 1095 
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genome (PGP and SHMT), C. reinhardtii, is a good system for the future studies regarding 
photorespiration. 
 Finally, the C. reinhardtii photorespiratory proteins are very similar to homologs from 
higher plants (table 5.3). Therefore, antibodies present for the higher plant photorespiratory 
proteins might be successfully used with C. reinhardtii. The exception is the glycolate 
dehydrogenase protein (GDH), for which there is no higher plant counterpart. 
 Regulation of the Expression of Photorespiratory Genes of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii 
 
Our work supports the hypothesis that the genes encoding the photorespiratory proteins in 
C. reinhardtii are coordinately regulated when the CO2 concentration changes. A rapid increase 
in transcript levels is observed for the Sgat, Hpr, Gdh, Pgp1, Aat1 and GdcH genes (figures 4.1, 
4.2 and 4.3). These observations agree well with macroarray results that showed the expression 
of  the Sgat, Gdh, Pgp1, Aat1, GdcP and Shmt all increase at least 2.5 fold in cells growing under 
low CO2 conditions as compared to cells growing under high CO2 (Miura et al. 2004).  Previous 
expression studies on the Aat1 (Chen et al. 1996), Shmt (Im and Grossman 2001) and Pgp1 
(Mamedov et al. 2001) as well as the enzymatic studies on the PGP and GDH (Marek and 
Spalding 1991) indicate the expression of these genes also increases under low CO2 conditions.  
In addition to the rapid induction of the expression of these photorespiratory genes, the transient 
and coordinated nature of this increase in expression can be seen (figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3).  The 
observation that the induction is relatively short-lived has not been reported for the Pgp1, Sgat, 
Hpr or any of the Gdc genes.  The fact that there is only a short-term increase in expression fits 
well with the glycolate excretion studies that show glycolate excretion occurring shortly after the 
shift of C. reinhardtii cells from high CO2 to low CO2 conditions (Tolbert et al. 1983).  It appears 
that after the shift to low CO2, the alga increases the synthesis of the photorespiratory proteins to  
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Table 5.3: The Alignment of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Photorespiratory Proteins 
with Homologs from Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa. 
 
C. reinhardtii 
Protein Name 
Percent Identity  
with Homolog 
Percent Similarity 
with Homolog 
C. reinhardtii 
Protein Size 
 A. thaliana O. sativa A .thaliana O. sativa # of amino acids 
GDCH 61 63 78 79 159 
HPR 62 63 74 75 418 
PGP1 66 55 79 70 330 
GDCT 61 63 74 74 419 
SGAT 53 55 69 69 448 
SHMT 72 72 84 83 520 
AAT1 65 65 78 78 521 
GDCP 68 67 78 76 1039 
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accommodate the increased flux of photorespiratory metabolites.  After the synthesis of the CCM 
proteins is complete, the flux through the photorespiratory pathway decreases (Moroney et al. 
1986b) and the abundance of photorespiratory mRNAs decrease (figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3)   
 In the cia5 strain, the photorespiratory transcript levels do not seem to respond to 
changing CO2 concentration (figure 4.3).  In contrast to cia5, Marek and Spalding (1991) 
reported a number of other partially defective CCM mutants that do show changes in their PGP 
activities in response to low CO2, so the lack of induction appears to be due to the mutation in 
Cia5.  The CIA5/CCM1 transcription factor is proposed to be the master regulatory factor in low 
CO2 signaling and CCM induction (Fukuzawa et al. 2001, Xiang et al. 2001 and Miura et al. 
2004). Cells defective in CIA5/CCM1 fail to induce the CCM (Moroney et al. 1989).  The 
observation that the photorespiratory genes also do not respond to low CO2 in a cia5 background 
indicates that the control mechanisms underlying CCM and photorespiratory gene expression are 
coordinated by CIA5/CCM1 (figure 4.3 and  Miura et al. 2004). However, there are differences 
in how CCM and photorespiratory genes respond to low CO2.  CCM transcripts such as Lci1 
(figure 4.1) remain elevated under low CO2 while the levels of photorespiratory mRNAs 
decrease after 4-8 hours.   
The effect of photorespiratory intermediates on the expression of photorespiratory and 
CCM genes is also determined.  To investigate the factors that influence the expression of the 
photorespiratory genes, the Sgat was selected as a reporter gene. A low CO2 signal appears to be 
the only required signal for the induction of photorespiratory and CCM genes, as the 
photorespiratory metabolites glycine (figure 4.4.A) and glycolate (figure 4.4.B) have no effect on 
the Sgat or Cah1 transcript levels. The observation that the CO2 level appears to be directly 
sensed instead of indirectly sensed through a photorespiratory intermediate agrees well with 
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previous work (Matsuda et al. 1998 and 2001, Bozzo and Colman 2000).  Matsuda et al. (1998 
and 2001) showed that the induction of the CCM in C. reinhardtii or Phaeodactylum tricornutum 
is dependent on the CO2 concentration. Bozzo and Colman (2000) showed by a potentiometric 
assay (Williams and Colman 1996) that CCM can be activated in the dark in C. reinhardtii by a 
switch from high CO2 to low CO2; even when the cells are dark adapted for 8 hours prior to the 
switch to low CO2. Light does not appear to be required for the induction of the transcription of 
the Sgat or Cah1 in C. reinhardtii (figure 4.5).  The Cah1 induction agrees well with the work of 
Rawat and Moroney (1995) who demonstrated that Cah1 induction occurred when synchronized 
C. reinhardtii cells are switched to low CO2 in the dark.  The induction of the Sgat is also 
dependent on there being a low CO2 concentration but light is not a requirement.  The fact that 
light is not required further argues against the hypothesis that a photorespiratory intermediate is 
the signal that the cell senses to induce the expression of the Sgat as the photorespiratory 
intermediates glycolate and glycine should only be formed in the light.  
Throughout the experimentation, the Sgat and Cah1 expression are induced under the 
same conditions and a low CO2 signal appears to be the only required signal for the induction of 
both CCM and photorespiratory gene expression. However, the expression profiles of the two 
sets of genes are not identical. The sustained high level expression of CCM genes suggest that 
the CCM is insensitive to increases in internal [Ci] and responding only to external [Ci].  One 
possibility is that CCM genes respond only to external [Ci] while photorespiratory genes respond 
to other factors as well.  Further experimentation will be required to test this possibility.  
 Future Plans 
 In C4 species, glycerate kinase activity is localized exclusively in the mesophyll cell 
chloroplasts (Usuda and Edwards 1980), while rest of the photorespiratory enzymes reside in the 
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bundle sheath cells. Kleczkowski and Randall (1985) showed that GK activity from the leaves of 
a C4 plant (Zea mays) is capable of photoactivation by the ferredoxin / thioredoxin system. The 
GK from maize is claimed to be regulated by a light-mediated mechanism. Glycerate kinase 
activity assays have not been performed with C. reinhardtii. Although the gene(s) coding for 
glycerate kinase has not been identified in C. reinhardtii, it would be possible to perform 
glycerate kinase activity assays as have been done in higher plants. It would be interesting to see 
if the C. reinhardtii GK activity responds to low CO2 like the rest of the photorespiratory 
enzymes, or if it is photoactivated by the ferredoxin/thioredoxin system like the maize GK. 
 Glycolate production in the cia5 strains can be studied. The cia5 strain fails to induce 
both the CCM and photorespiratory genes. Therefore, glycolate production should be higher in 
the cia5 strain when compared to the WT C. reinhardtii. If this assumption holds, than the cia5 
strain can be used as a positive control in low cost / low labor genetic screens looking for CCM 
mutants. A problem with other genetic screens searching for CCM mutants is that photosynthesis 
mutants can not be filtered out. However, since glycolate excretion does not happen in 
photosynthesis mutants, a glycolate excretion assay might prove to be a powerful genetic screen 
 EST data indicate alternative splicing on the second exon of the Sgat. Expression of the 
shorter version of the Sgat message can be studied by real time RT-PCR to see if the expression 
profile of the shorter message is the same as the longer message. Moreover, both versions of the 
message can be expressed in expression systems and the purified isoforms of the enzyme can be 
studied for any differences. 
 There are three genes coding for PGP and two genes coding for SHMT in the C. 
reinhardtii genome at this time. All of these genes are represented with ESTs in the EST 
database, meaning that all of these genes are transcriptionally active in the cell. The function of 
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these genes can be studied by RNAi constructs which can turn off these genes to gain a better 
understanding of their function. Finally, time-course expression of these genes can be studied to 
see if their expression profiles match those of other photorespiratory genes. 
The Arabidopsis thaliana genome data reveal a third type of aminotransferases (putative 
alanine aminotransferases) that may potentially be involved in photorespiration (see 
Introduction). There are three very similar genes coding for three isoforms of this 
aminotransferase (accession numbers At4g39660, At3g08860 and At2g38400) in A. thaliana. 
The metabolic significance of these putative alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferases are unknown 
at this time (Liepman and Olsen 2003). When these three A. thaliana aminotransferase proteins 
are aligned with the C. reinhardtii genome by using tBLASTn algorithm, only one C. reinhardtii 
aminotransferase gene on scaffold 158 (will be referred to as Aat2) aligns with all three with a 
high E value. Aat2 is represented with gene model number C_1580029 in the C. reinhardtii 
genome. However, the gene model C_1580029 has discrepancies with the EST data for the 5’ 
region of the gene. Yet, the EST data are not enough for the generation of a full length cDNA 
sequence. The macroarray study of Miura et al. (2004) suggests that the Aat2 is not up-regulated 
in low CO2 cells versus high CO2 cells. However, the macroarray result depends on a single EST 
sequence for the Aat2 gene (EST clone AV645098). Therefore the macroarray result for the Aat2 
gene is not very reliable. The Aat2 may be involved in the photorespiration of C. reinhardtii 
considering that all three A. thaliana homologs of Aat2 have a putative type-1 peroxisomal 
targeting signal. Once a reliable cDNA sequence is obtained for the Aat2, time-course expression 
analyses during a switch from high CO2 to low CO2 along with other types of expression 
analyses may be performed to see if the expression profile of the Aat2 matches those of the other 
photorespiratory genes. 
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 The CCM suppresses the wasteful photorespiratory pathway in algae. A long-term major 
goal is to identify the candidate genes coding for CCM proteins that might be transferred to C3 
type agricultural plants. Since C3 plants have no CCM or CCM-like mechanism, this may result 
in reduced photorespiration and increased crop yield. Further elucidation of the CCM and 
photorespiratory pathways and the corresponding gene expression studies in C. reinhardtii might 
prove to be a helpful step in this long-term major goal. 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE OF PRIMERS AND PRIMER SEQUENCES 
 The table below shows the names, sequence and purpose of the oligonucleotides used. 
Primer Name Primer Sequence Purpose of the Primer 
CAH1 FN1 GGGACCTCCTGTTTTCTCCT Northern Blot of Cah1 gene 
CAH1 RN1 CGTACACGTCTCTGCCTCAA Northern Blot of Cah1 gene 
GAPDH F1 CTTCGTCAAGGTGCTGGAG Northern Blot of Gapdh gene 
GAPDH R1 GAGCCAACCCGACACTCC Northern Blot of Gapdh gene 
GdcH F2 TAATCATCGTCCGTTCATGC Northern Blot of GdcH gene 
GdcH R2 CTGTCGAGAAGGGCTACAAG Northern Blot of GdcH gene 
GDH F2 GGTGTACCTGGTGGATGAGG Northern Blot of Gdh gene 
GDH R2 CGCCTGTAATCTGACAGCAA Northern Blot of GdH gene 
GGT F1 AATTCGAGAAGCAGCGTAGC Northern Blot of Aat1 gene 
GGT R1 GCCAAAGAACTTACGCATCC Northern Blot of Aat1 gene 
HPR F3 GGATGTCCTGCTTGTTCCAC Northern Blot of Hpr gene 
& Sequencing of Hpr cDNA 
HPR F2 CCCGACATCATCCTATCCAA Northern Blot of Hpr gene 
& Sequencing of Hpr cDNA 
PGP F2 GTAGCGGTCAAAACCAACAA Northern Blot of Pgp1 gene 
PGP R2 AGGATTATCTGACGATGCTGA Northern Blot of Pgp1 gene 
3’Left Primer(sgat) GGACAGCAACAAGATTGTGA Northern Blot of Sgat gene 
3’Right Primer(sgat) ACACAACGCAACAAGGAATA Northern Blot of Sgat gene 
GdcL F3 GTGCCCTCCATCTGCTACAC Sequencing of GdcL cDNA 
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(table continued) 
Primer Name Primer Sequence Purpose of the Primer 
GdcL R3 GCAGCTTGTCGCTCTTCTAGTT Sequencing of GdcL cDNA 
SGAT F3 GCTCAAGCGCGTGTATTATG Sequencing of Sgat cDNA 
SGAT R3 CAGCATCAGCTCGTTCATGT Sequencing of Sgat cDNA 
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